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Dear Editor, 

Please (=use ny typing and writing. They 

- was twice hospitalized this year for congestive 

Harold Welsher(' 
7371 Ord Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, ML) 21702 

11/24/96 

cannot be any better. I'm 83 and 

hJart failure and a number of 

other medical problems.. I must keep my legs elevated when I'm typing.  and writing. 

I correct tho4rf the mjitakes I catch with the copy an a clipboard I hold in the 

air while I -write with the other hand. 

There is much more -L could have said than I do in the enclosed but I wanted 

to -ep it to a length that did not exceed the lengthy of Morely's piece. Not 

that I expect your, to pub ish it. burelthat length would not be an excuse for 

not pub]_ _shing it. 

What j- any uf the laotPaine book is not exaggerated at, all. MOTqZr is hung 

up an 	has rtused tiexamine any of talo criticisms of 	of which. he knows, 

and that is u rather small porcentAge of therey are so much the subject4atter 

ignoramuses that they claim as their grelt achievement publication for the first 

time of what had been publicly available for yearithrough my FOX& lawsuits. And 

they then misrepresent that, as i believe I told Outlook a couple of ys..ars ago. 

The impossible consensus liorley 	cold serve a public purpose would 

require that truth and established fact be ignored. hot many societies continue 

t be free when that is the practise. 

EC also makes state=;.errts/for whie71 he offers no support, like 

"The notion that Oswald acted alone has high—level validation." 

It 12/13;41 " validation." Not a bit of it! 

It in not possible to be honest, which have 110 doltbt kierley intends, and 

say this with any knowledge of the long—available official evidence. 

What kind of journalism is it that is with disregard for the  readily—

available evidence? 

Journalism it is not! 


